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Lytchett Minster School | Newsletter 

W 

elcome to our  weekly Newsletter!  I 

hope you are well and in good spirits. 

13th November 2020 

 01202 622413  •  www.lytchett.org.uk  •          /lytchettminsterschool 

At 11.00am on Wednesday 11th November, all 

the staff and students stopped to remember in 

silence the many sacrifices that have been 

made by previous generations in a bid to uphold 

and defend our country’s values and freedoms.  

Mr Stockley, our Head of History, put together a 

very thought-provoking presentation, which 

helped us to reflect and to appreciate just how 

fortunate we are. The students responded 

brilliantly, as they always do. 

This last week has been quite challenging.  A number of our staff have been forced to self-isolate after receiving 

calls from track and trace saying they have been  in close contact with people who have tested positive for 

Coronavirus.  Remarkably, we have yet to have a single student or staff member test positive since the start of 

term.  We continue to be vigilant. Pages 2 and 3 of this newsletter provide parents with further advice about when 

to keep children at home to self-isolate. If you are ever in doubt about what to do, please contact the school. 

Our Christmas Hamper appeal has received tremendous support from parents, staff, students and local retailers. 

My office has been transformed into a vast storage area with incredible quantities of non-perishable food items 

piled up high (see back page of the newsletter for pictures of this). We are very grateful for the generosity shown. 

We shall start delivering the hampers in the next two weeks. If you are really struggling financially and would 

appreciate a hamper, or if you have friends or contacts who you think would benefit from one at this difficult time, 

please contact your child’s House office in confidence.  We will also deliver to older people in the local area who 

are unable to get out to the shops, if you can send us their name and address (with their permission of course). 

We note that Wales and Scotland have made quite momentous decisions about public examinations this summer. 

At present, our government seems adamant that examinations will take place.  There has been much discussion of  

the need for a ‘level playing field’ with this year’s exams.  There can be no doubt 

that Lytchett students are at a distinct advantage, as things stand.  As yet, we 

have not lost a single day of schooling this term. Many Year 11 students in the 

north of England have had to make do with remote learning for many weeks 

now. 

It has been good to see an increasing number of students wearing the new navy 

blue V-neck jumper in school. They look very smart.  Please note that they are 

to be worn under the blazer not as a replacement for it.  I am sure with winter 

approaching the students will appreciate the extra layer! 
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COVID questions -  Advice for Parents 

We receive many questions from anxious parents, wanting to do the right thing, but not being sure about when to 

keep their child at home, when to get tested and when to send their child back to school.  Below are three quite 

common scenarios.  The responses to each scenario are provided by Public Health Dorset.  We hope you will find 

these helpful. 

Scenario 1—An immediate family member (who lives in the 

same household) of a child who attends my school, has a  

confirmed case of COVID 

Scenario 2—Contacts of contacts do NOT need to self-isolate 
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COVID questions -  Advice for Parents 

Scenario 3  - A child who was at school yesterday became 

unwell overnight with COVID symptoms 
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Governor News 

New Parent Governor 

I am Tamsin Lucchesi and my boys, year 7 and year 12, have just joined Lytchett. As a 
new parent to the school, I am keen to get involved and have an influence over how  
the school is managed and ensure that all students,  regardless of ability or need, are 
cared for and supported.  

My background in is community development, working with hard to reach and         
vulnerable groups. I have extensive experience in working in a team and having to 
manage conflicting priorities. I am a Magistrate on the Dorset Bench and sit on both 
adult and youth panels and am a Mental Health Act Panel Member for Dorset Health 
Care NHS Trust.  

My school experience includes working as TA in a main stream secondary school with students with additional 
needs, and in the community with students that are excluded school from school and in alternative provision 
due to emotional and behavioural  issues. I was on the PTA for a number of years at my children previous school.  

I feel that my energy and commitment will make me a good parent governor that is compassionate, ensuring 
that the school is a place that is safe and inclusive for all students and staff.  

Lytchett’s Got Talent 

And let the fun commence…….. 

Round one of the eagerly anticipated ‘Lytchett’s Got Talent’ is open and a total of 117 students have entered! 

The auditions are taking place this week, virtually through Teams, where students upload their talent (it can be 

any talent at all!) and then this is judged by Miss Crowe and Miss Adams who came up with the idea. 

The top performances from each year group then move through to the semi-finals, which take place next week.  

The semi-finalists will be watched during tutor time next week to decided on out finalists!  There will be a 

school-wide survey for students and staff to pick out their favourite. 

The final will be judged by a staff panel the week of the 6th December and the best bits will be filmed in       

readiness for a video to be presented in tutor time on the last day of term.  The top three acts are competing 

for prizes of £50, £30 and £20. 
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Children In Need 

Today is Children In Need and in exchange for £1 the students are able to wear 

non school uniform.  Thank you for supporting this worthwhile charity. 

The GSUS Bus 

Our KS3 students have been really fortunate to experience 

their PRE lessons this week on the GSUS live bus which           

arrived at school last weekend.  Dave from PACE has been    

delivering lessons on forgiveness, rejection and fear, through 

the use of computers, whilst teaching the students about  

Christian attitudes towards these concepts.  Students have 

been able to see how the Biblical teachings would be put 

into practice through the stories of three young people 

facing a  relevant issue to our students.  It has been fantastic 

to see the students really engage in the lesson, having fun 

and most importantly applying what they have learnt to real       

life situations.  The questions they have asked following the lesson have been really inquisitive and the GSUS live 

experience has clearly got them thinking about the subject more. 
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Useful Resources from the Teen Sleep Hub 
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Useful Resources from the Teen Sleep Hub 
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School Jumper 

As from Monday 2nd November, it has been agreed that students can wear a 

plain,  navy blue V-neck jumper under their blazer, if they wish to. Please 

note that this jumper cannot have any logos or branding on it. We have 

contacted a dozen local stores and have come up with three authorised 

outlets, selling a V-neck, navy blue, unbranded, logo-free jumper: 

SWI (our online retailer) 

 Junior Sizes - £16.85 – Chest size 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36”, 38” 
Senior Sizes - £23.76 – Chest size – 40”, 42”, 44”, 46” 
 
Marks and Spencer – Cotton Blend 
Sizes age 11-12, 12-13, 13-14 - £10 
Sizes age 14-15, 15-16 - £12 
Chest size 38-40”, 41-43” - £12 
 
A.F. Joy of Wareham 
Junior Sizes - £15 – chest size 30”, 32” 

Senior Sizes -£20 – chest size 34”, 36”, 38”, 40”, 42”, 44” 

During lockdown A.F. Joys will be available to take orders and payment over 

the phone. Tel. 01929 552903 

We would ask parents not to send their children into school with any other jumper than the type described above. 

Any student wearing a different type of jumper or hoodie will be required to remove it.  The introduction of a V-

neck jumper is optional; students who prefer not to wear a jumper under the blazer will not be obliged to do so.  

The jumper can only be worn inside the blazer; it cannot be worn in place of it.  Students can of course always wear 

a plain white tee-shirt or vest under their school shirt to give them extra warmth. 

Sixth Form Online Prospectus 

Our sixth form online prospectus has gone live. We 

hope you will find the series of short videos we 

have put together both useful and informative. To 

access the prospectus, please go to the front page 

of the school website. 

The online prospectus will give details of the wide 

range of A Level and BTEC Level 3 courses on offer. 

If you have friends in other schools who may like to 

join our sixth form, please spread the word! 

http://lytchett.org.uk/wp/sixth-form/prospectus/ 
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Students’ Work 

The maths work from 11W1 has been of exceptional quality and they are looking to do really well in their 

mock exams. The work above is just a small sample and the whole class deserves a really big  well done.                

Mrs Harradine 

This is some exemplar work from Amy in Year 

10.  This particular activity was independently 

done with no instruction. 

This is some exemplar work from Amelia  

(Yr10) who has made some exceptional 

notes which have then enabled her to 

achieve great results in the lesson. 
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7W2 have been creating contour models from maps in Geography. 

Josh Hall 

(Year 7) 

Logan Sargeant (Year 7) 

Oakley Kimber (Year 7) 

Here Oakley has shown the 3 stage process he has 

gone through to create his contour map. 

Students’ Work (continued) 
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Students’ Work (continued) 

Here are some wonderful ‘Window Poems’ written by Amy and Savannah in Year 7.  They have used the view 

outside a window to give them inspiration. 

BY AMY 
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Students’ Work (continued) 

As I look out the window… 

I can immediately feel the soft summer breeze brush against my face, and I look around I think what an       

incredible place. 

 

The sound of the calm lapping waves, crashing against the sea corals and caves. 

I can smell the fresh salty air while I can feel the gentle wind rush through my hair. 

 

A towering palm tree gives me some shade as the boiling sun beats down on me, as it’s such a hot day. 

 

There is barely a cloud in the sky, no sign of fog or mist. 

  Reflecting the crystal clear water so pure and so crisp. 

 

By Savannah 

 Here is a French café menu designed by Jess in Year 8. 
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Students’ Work (continued) 

DT work by Darcie in Year 7.  

Health and Safety advice for first 

and foremost, followed by the 

study of mechanisms and types of 

movement through a mechanical 

toy project. Her mood board and 

particularly her research were very 

well structured and showed      

excellent understanding of    

mechanisms.  All pupils complete 

their actual models from plywood 

and other materials. 
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Students’ Work (continued) 

DT work by Christopher in Yr9.  He 

has been making a mood light which   

involved working with wood, plastic 

and electronics. He had the            

opportunity to develop his 2D CAD 

skills and produce components 

using the laser cutter.  From the 

mood board, his design inspiration 

was clearly sailing and this can be 

followed right through the project 

to the final outcome which was well 

constructed and very effective. 
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Lytchett Lecture Series 
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Important Dates 

Please note that we will be transferring all our public events (such as Sixth Form Open 

Evening and Information Evenings) online this term. Parents’ Evenings will also be online 

using a bespoke portal. 

Reports: 

Friday 27th November: Year 8 Progress Reports sent home 

Friday 4th December: Year 9 Full Report sent home 

Friday 18th December: Year 11 Progress Report sent home 

Parents Evenings: 

Year 7: Thursday 22nd April 2021 

Year 8: Thursday 25th March 2021 

Year 9:  Thursday 21st January 2021 

Year 10: Thursday 29th April 2021 

 Monday  21st December - Friday 1st January 2021: Christmas holiday 

Monday 4th January 2021 : INSET Day 

Christmas Hamper Deadline 

We have had a tremendous response to the food hamper appeal so far with a large number of donations arriving 

daily.  We are extremely grateful for all the offers of help too. The deadline for donations is Wednesday 18th 

November 2020.  We are very grateful for all donations but have noticed a shortage of the following items: 

tinned potatoes, tinned carrots, tinned meat, sweet treats, toothbrushes and tooth paste. We are in the process of 

making up food parcels and distributing them to local families in need. Thank you once again for your generosity. 

Year 11: Thursday 14th January 2021 

Year 12: Thursday 27th May 2021 

Year 13: Thursday 4th February 2021 


